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Changing the North East 
for the Common Good
The 2014 European Union elections come at a critical time. The latest report from the United 

Nations on the threat from drastic climate change has underlined the fact that ‘business-as-
usual’ is simply not a viable option.1 Indeed, there are several forces – environmental, economic 
and social – undermining a great deal of what is now taken for granted or assumed will be the 
case tomorrow. Change, big change, is coming, even if many people still deny it.

The sooner we start on the path to sustainability, the easier it will be and the more likely the 
chance of success. We can turn what is becoming an unprecedented crisis in human history 
into opportunities to build a better world for the common good of all. Unlike the other parties, 
we do not deny the dangers. It is high time to face that reality and make society more resilient 
and able to cope with the challenges ahead.

The European Union can be a vital part of that change. We want to work with other green 
parties and progressive forces in the European parliament not only to stop the bad things for 
which the EU is responsible but also to build upon the undoubted good things it has achieved. 
There can be no doubt that Britain would be, for example, a more polluted place or that ordinary 
working people would have fewer rights if it were not for EU legislation. The same is true 
of farm animal welfare. Britain’s two Green Party members of the European Parliament have 
already done sterling work in these fields and many more. They have really ‘punched above 
their weight’. We are campaigning to add to their number.

1. http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/mar/31/climate-change-threat-food-security-humankind
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The North East would benefit from the changes we seek. At present, it suffers badly from a 
Westminster Parliament dominated by forces that treat areas such as the North East region with 
contempt and have systematically redistributed wealth to the already super-rich. EU support 
could be directed to projects in the region that really do build a sustainable economy, develop 
vibrant local communities and protect the environmental systems on which we all depend.

So to the three big questions of the EU election, we answer positively in all 3 cases. We say:

1. ‘Yes’ to a Referendum;

2. ‘Yes’ to major EU reform; and

3. ‘Yes’ to staying in a reformed Europe

We say ‘Yes’ to a Referendum because the Green Party believes in democracy and self-
determination. On a critical issue like this, voters should be given the opportunity to express a 
clear view.

We also say ‘Yes’ to Reform. There can be no doubt at all that the EU needs radical reform, 
but of a totally different kind to what the Tories and Labour propose. The extreme views of the 
Liberal Democrats (basically supporting further integration) and UKIP (wanting to bail out 
now) are, in their own way, equally wrong. The EU is not set in stone. It has changed and can 
be changed again in better directions if the political will is there. 

We need to challenge the excessive 
influence of corporate interests1 over 
the EU and shape it into an institu-
tion that serves the common good.2 

1 See, for example: http://www.theguardian.com/
world/2014/may/08/lobbyists-european-parlia-
ment-brussels-corporate. More generally: http://
corporateeurope.org
2 One line of reform is suggested here: 
http://www.greenhousethinktank.org/files/green-
house/home/Greening_the_EU_inside_final2.pdf
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Getting off the 
growth treadmill
The Green Party offers a positive alternative to today’s destructive and divisive business-as-

usual: the  sustainable ‘steady-state economy’, not the bankrupt  ‘growthism’ that currently 
dominates the EU. We want to build a resilient regional and local economy. There is no secure 
future as a dependent and vulnerable branch of the global casino that is the so-called ‘world 
market’. We want ‘human scale’ in our technologies and institutions. Too often an inappropriate 
‘gigantism’ afflicts various aspects of life today, from mega-architecture to banks and other 
companies ‘too-big-to-fail’. We want cooperation and partnership, not unbridled competition 
and ‘devil-take-the-hindmost’.

At the heart of the current EU project is a dogmatic commitment to expansionism, to more 
and more production and consumption. So we reject the mantra of growth and its cousin 
economic globalisation. We oppose deals such as the EU-USA ‘Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership’, one that would give even more power to the big corporations.1 We 
oppose technologies that have not been properly tested and which pose real dangers, such as 
fracking and genetically modified crops. We call for an end of to all the destructive, expensive 
and unnecessary boondoggles such as HS2 train development, many supported by the EU.

This growth project cannot go on. That is the message of dangerous climate change. That is 
what we should learn from the recent floods. That is the lesson that will be taught by coming 
‘peaks’ in the ready availability of cheap fossil fuels and many key minerals.  Already, scientists 
are warning of future shortage of food and water. Already, our once rich diversity of plants 
and animals is diminishing. Already, our towns and cities are polluted and congested, many 
services and other facilities overstretched, local communities swamped by ‘development’.

More and more people are experiencing insecurity. The growth treadmill intensifies the 
pressures on those in work, whilst throwing intolerable numbers out of work to ‘save’ labour 
and cut ‘costs’. But the real costs are paid by society as a whole, not just individuals. Skills and 
experience are being wasted. Many are forced to move long distances simply to find work.

Meanwhile the most vulnerable sections of society are penalised as vital welfare support 
services are progressively removed. It is being done in the name of an austerity programme that 
shamefully rewards greed and irresponsibility in society’s élites in the ‘City’ and such circles. 
Ordinary working people are being made to pay for financial turmoil they did not create.

Yet there must be deep changes in all parts of society. Overall, the average person in the EU 
leads what is sometimes called a ‘3-planet lifestyle’ … on a single planet. Such a situation is a 
bubble that must burst. So we have to stop thinking in terms of ‘moreness’ and think in terms 
of sufficiency: lifestyles fit for one planet living. We have to think about the big ‘R’s: renewing, 
1 http://greenparty.org.uk/news/2014/03/01/natalie-bennett-ttip-threatens-to-“blow-apart-the-power-of-our-democratic-decision-
making”/; http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/04/us-trade-deal-full-frontal-assault-on-democracy; http://www.
foeeurope.org/sites/default/files/foee_briefing_ttip_oct13.pdf.
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recycling, regenerating, repairing, reducing and, in some cases, simply rejecting. Only Greens 
are calling for action to put society on a sustainable footing and in ways that are fair to all.

Enough is enough. It is time to think in terms of better, not bigger, and fairness, not selfishness. 
We think the EU austerity programmes are the wrong kind of cutbacks, addressing the wrong 
issues and unfairly hurting the most vulnerable. The medicine being applied to Greece for 
example is not for the health of the Greek economy, but to protect the speculative investments 
of the big banks.

Yes, we need cuts, but cuts to arms expenditure, cuts to tax evasion and avoidance, cuts to 
tax breaks for the rich, cuts to corporate welfare, cuts to big vanity projects like HS2, cuts to 
subsidies to unsustainable industries such as aviation, nuclear power and ‘agribusiness’, cuts to 
the widespread subsidising of environmental destruction. These kind of cuts really would serve 
the long-term common good.

Humanity as a whole is overshoot-
ing the Earth’s carrying capacity and 
unsustainably drawing down on 
resources we will need for the future. 
At present, ‘Earth Overshoot Day’ is 
coming earlier each year. In 2013 it 
fell on August 20, the day we col-
lectively exhausted nature’s budget 
for the year.  But some countries and 
groups take far more than their fair 
share. It is a sure recipe for ruin but 
there can be a much better future if 
we care for the common good.

The whole ‘Growth’ 
project is a dead end
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The North East – 
A Divided Region
The North East is economically and socially divided. Gross disposable household income in 

the area (2011 figures) ranged from £12,610 per head in South Teesside to £16,440 per head 
in Northumberland. A few areas can only be described as ‘super-rich’, while, in several places, 
there is very hard poverty that current development strategies will do little to resolve. It is also 
poorer people who suffer disproportionately from problems such as air pollution. The latter is 
really serious. For every 28 children born in Newcastle, 1 person dies because of air pollutants.1

‘Precarity’2 is a good word to describe much of the area, not least due to government spending 
cutbacks. More than 20% of workers in the North East are employed in the public sector, the 
highest proportion of the workforce in England. The North East as a whole had the highest 
unemployment rate of all the English regions, 9.7% at the end of 2012. It had increased by 4.0% 
from 5.7% at the end of 2007, one of the highest regional increases.

But, again, the pattern is far more varied than these overall figures suggest. It isn’t just 
‘traditional’ industries that have been hit. Some noted tourist attractions such as Alnwick 
Gardens are struggling. Across the region, many local services are at risk. As an institution, 
local government is being hollowed out. Yet, at the same time, local councils continue to fight 
each other, the Localism Act’s requirements about cooperation notwithstanding. For instance, 
some of the population and housing projections they make often double count the very same 
people as future residents of their own patch. 

Precarity exists in other ways. There is, for example, a heavy dependence on ‘inward’ 
investment, something that could, of course, easily cease. Sanofi has already left Alnwick, for 
example. Many areas would be crippled if the likes of Nissan, Siemens, Petroplus, Proctor and 
Gamble were to relocate.

Ownership of more and more companies and indeed other activities such as sport clubs is 
passing abroad. Thus the Chinese CKI owns Northumbrian Water. An American businessman 
owns Sunderland FC while one of the major bus providers is Arriva or, rather, Deutsche Bahn 
(ironically a largely state owned German multinational). Egger, an Austrian company, owns the 
chipboard plant at Hexham, one of Northumberland’s largest employers. Newcastle Brown Ale 
is actually concocted in Yorkshire in a brewery owned by Heineken (Dutch).

It is hard not to think that the UK national government could not care less for the North 
East. Thus Newcastle receives far less central government support than Prime Minister David 
Cameron’s somewhat richer constituency (1:10). A lot more cuts are still in the pipeline. This is 
all the more reason to pursue all avenues, from purely local initiatives to projects backed by the 
EU, to put the North East on really sustainable foundations.

1 Office of National Statistics and Public Health England Report. See also: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/
may/07/who-names-uk-cities-breaching-safe-air-pollution-levels
2 See Guy Standing’s The Precariat’ (Bloomsbury, 2011) for more on this term.
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A New Europe
In our Green vision for a reformed Europe, we seek to replace the unsustainable economics 

of free trade and growth with the ecological alternative of local and regional self-reliance and 
of resource conservation. We seek social justice and economic democracy to bring fairer and 
more resilient societies to Europe.

We recognise the value of the original goal of the EU’s founders. Many honestly sought 
to remove the threat of another war between European states. Ecological challenges such as 
climate change coupled to the stark inequalities the world faces offer a genuinely progressive 
role for the EU as part of wider global co-operation.

Other good has come out of the European Union. Renewable energy targets have helped to 
create hundreds of thousands of jobs in sustainable industries. But there remain many policies 
that urgently need radical overhaul, such as the Common Agricultural Policy and the Common 
Fisheries Policy. 

The Common Agricultural Policy, for example, is too broad brush, covering very different 
areas with the same policies. It is too prone to corrupt abuse and, most critically, it is subsidising 
and otherwise rewarding the wrong things. It is encouraging a very unsustainable agriculture.

It is encouraging a food system that is mining its foundations through its negative impact on 
environmental systems, that is depopulating the countryside, that is destroying family farms, 
that is producing foodstuffs that are often unhealthy, that builds up ‘food miles’ and is in many 
other ways unsustainable. Wildlife in particular has really suffered.1 We want to shift subsidies 
to farming that works with nature, that serves local and regional markets, that reduces flooding 
risks, that feeds healthy diets… an agriculture for the long-term common good.

As well as the policies, the structure of the EU needs radical reform – it is far too centralised, 
and there is huge democratic deficit in the way it works,. In particular, there is a fatal bias 
towards the interests of multinational corporations and the so-called ‘market’ (in reality it is a 
rigged terrain suiting the needs of the few at the expense of the many).

The Green Party believes that decisions should be made at the lowest possible appropriate 
level, closest to the lives of the people it affects. Some might remember that rather ugly word 
“subsidiarity”. It is part of the EU constitution but it is routinely ignored. It is the principle we 
want to make a reality in how Europe really works - the lowest possible appropriate level.

So we are for radical devolution. But we also recognise that in some cases, the EU is the 
right level for decision-making, and again there are cases where effective decisions can only be 
made at a global level – for example the treaty on endangered species (CITES), the Montreal 
protocols on CFCs to stop the damage to the ozone layer, protection of the high seas, action 
against tax havens, against people trafficking and other transnational crimes.

1. One small but particularly dangerous example of the impacts of the kind of farming encouraged by the EU: http://www.abc.net.
au/environment/articles/2014/04/03/3977682.htm
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But, normally, smaller is more beautiful and, even if it turns to be ugly, it affects fewer people  
and is more easily put right.

We are for a Europe of Regions – real federalism from the grassroots upwards. Many states 
in the EU have, in reality, only existed for a short time and can change again. The EU is not 
something set in stone. It will change and we want it to change in ways that puts power closer 
to the real geography and cultures of Europe. Already some EU countries such as Germany do 
have strong regional governments, the Länder. That is the right direction for future change.

Yet, it is vital to have cross-border collaboration. It is a question of what issues and by whose 
choice and for whose benefit. Recent EU statements about the protection of the Arctic show it 
can be a progressive force in world councils. The EU is well placed to enact policies on crucial 
issues such as workers’ rights, pollution, and energy. It is a force that can challenge the power 
of the banks and finance houses.

We have to approach things on a case-by-case basis, instead of wanting more centralisation 
or simply seeking to quit the EU. Both extremes are wrong. So our third ‘Yes’ is to staying in a 
reformed Europe.  We should not abandon the EU, but, instead, work from inside to make it 
into a fair, democratic and sustainable union.

It is particularly important to strengthen the European Parliament and bring the European 
Commission under full control. The latter is too unaccountable. The Parliament’s powers must 
be extended to give its members greater oversight of the EU’s work. We aim to transform the 
Commission, so that it would become more a civil service, a genuine servant of the Council 
and the Parliament.
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High-grade housing for all

‘Recycled’  Brownfields

Good Public Transport 
in Public Hands

Affordable 
energy bills 
that do not 

cost the Earth

Real jobs for the future

A New North East
The Green Party seeks to use the EU, especially grants and other support mechanisms, to build 
a more secure, resilient and fairer future for the region. For example:
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The Green Party has played 
an active part in the cam-
paign against the privatisa-
tion of the successful East 
Coast railway line and for 
more investment in a publicly 
owned rail network

Green Party Euro election candidates 
Shirley Ford (left) and Alison Whalley 

 at  Sinclair Meadows in South Shields. 
This development is social housing 

built on a brownfield site to 
high sustainability specifications. 

Below, Lead Euro candidate Shirley Ford 
at a local protest against current cutbacks.

Above, Euro candidate Alison Whalley at a protest 
against the break-up of the NHS
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Affordable energy bills 
that do not cost the Earth

The key thing about energy policy is to devise programmes that enable everyone to live 
well on less energy. We certainly must we use less energy via conservation and efficiency 

programmes if we are to avoid disastrous climate change and the many other risks of current 
energy supply. Furthermore, we will simply have to switch to energy from renewable and safe 
sources. Dependence on finite and increasingly expensive resources such as oil, gas, coal and 
uranium is a dead end.

Such an energy programme will create ‘green’ jobs in work to save energy wherever practicable, 
not least the retrofitting of huge number of badly insulated buildings in the area. Such action 
will also cut so-called ‘fuel poverty’. There is, however, no sustainable future in ‘filthy fuels’ 
such as opencast coal, fracking and other fossil fuel exploitation such as coal bed methane and 
underground coal gasification (schemes threaten large parts of the North East coastline, for 
example). So too is nuclear power so we must work to replace jobs at the Hartlepool plant with 
sustainable alternatives. Some of the new biomass schemes in operation or proposed for the 
region will rob soils and forests of the nutrients they need. 

Developments such as the ‘solar’ wall at Northumbria University show some of the seeds 
for sustainable living, tapping whatever support the EU can provide. Indeed many North East 
residents have put PV cells on their roofs and should be rewarded for doing so. There is great 
scope in particular for much wider schemes for all council, community and other social housing.

Wind power also has its places. The wind turbines at the Nissan factory site are a good 
example of what could be done far more widely. Of course wind energy is not appropriate 
everywhere. There are some beautiful views in the North East it would be crazy to spoil. But 
there are also many old industrial and harbour sites as well as offshore locations where the 
wind should be sustainably harnessed. There must be direct community benefit from such 
developments. In too many cases at present, especially with regards to on-shore wind farms, 
subsidy money is simply being shovelled in the overlarge pockets of a few rich landowners

There could also be new green industries in fields such as heat pumps, ridgeblade wind 
systems and solar water heating systems. Research and development should be switched from 
fossil ‘fool’ schemes and investment directed to genuinely appropriate energy, including tidal 
and wave sources as well as the critical field of energy storage, regionally dispersed.

Particularly important is community-based energy development. Electrical generation from 
community sources is some 60MW across the UK. Community-based projects could take this 
to 3GW within 5 years. Yet the North East has one of the lowest number of such projects per 
head of population in the UK. We want LEP1 and other government support for a swathe of 
community energy projects across the North East, from carbon-free generation to community 
purchasing schemes. All offer great opportunities to move quickly in a sustainable direction 
whilst creating jobs and reducing fuel poverty.

1 http://www.nelep.co.uk/european-funding/
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Real Jobs for the future

The North East has long suffered from persistent levels of high unemployment, especially in 
particular pockets where coal mining and heavy industry have declined. Too little was done 

to smooth the transition and, without a comprehensive programme for sustainability, the same 
will happen again but only worse. 

Increasingly, however, jobs have come in the form of insecure, low paid, often built on the 
precarious foundations of so-called ‘contract culture’. Casualisation is not a firm basis for healthy 
economies and communities. Indeed a lot of poverty in the North East is not found in what the 
Tories and others stigmatise as welfare dependency but is caused by low pay. We also have to be 
wary about plans for more business parks, retail malls, ‘creative ‘hubs’ and ‘incubators’. Many 
such developments now stand half-empty. New ones will only make matters worse. 

We should certainly not put our employment ‘eggs’ in one basket, not least the private motor 
car. To be fair, firms like Nissan have created a lot of jobs for the time being. Yet evidence from 
the USA (of all places!) suggests that the car industry faces long-term decline due to changing 
habits and to the impact of ‘peak oil’ and correspondingly higher petrol prices.

There is some scope for electric vehicles. But there are limits to how much electricity can 
be provided without pollution (electricity from coal or nuclear plants are not a sustainable 
technology). In any case, many of the unsustainable impacts of cars and lorries comes from the 
manufacture as well as from all the infrastructure they need such as roads, parking lots, garages, 
road lighting, traffic lights and so forth. Transport manufacturing must focus on ‘collective’ 
technologies such as buses, taxis, and trains.

We should also beware the hype about ‘science-city’ schemes. Greens are certainly for good 
science and investment in appropriate technology. Yet indiscriminate technological innovation 
has helped us get into our current predicaments. Remember leaded petrol, thalidomide and 
CFCs? We believe in the ‘precautionary principle’ when investing in new technology. We also 
recognise that ‘science parks only offer work for a narrow range of people.

Similarly we should not delude ourselves into placing excessive faith in ‘regeneration through 
culture’. Sometimes it takes the form of past production such as glass manufacture being turned 
into ‘heritage’ (as in Sunderland Glass Centre). At other times it is the shape of museums and 
galleries e.g. Baltic in Gateshead and MIMA on Teesside. Then, there is the whole tourist 
‘industry’, whose expansion is seen by many as the panacea. This might help in the short term 
but its long term potential is limited in sustainability terms.

In reality, such sectors do not create wealth. They recycle it. The real ‘cake’ is ecological. The 
real wealth of nations depends upon stable climate, renewable energy, potable water, fertile 
soil, productive fisheries, flourishing forests, rich biodiversity, sustainably used minerals… and 
our own human health. We certainly need human knowledge and skills but they are nothing 
without healthy environmental systems. 
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All these sectors, including the media, are, in reality, totally dependent on the wealth 
created by ‘old-fashioned’ economic activity: agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining, energy 
supply, manufacturing, transport and construction work. The primary task is to put these 
on a sustainable footing. It is foolish to think that we can sustainably live off the proceeds 
of shopping, computer game design, or museum visits. Certainly a development such as the 
Gateshead Sage is a really great asset. We need more, especially at community levels! But they 
remain ‘icing on the cake’.

We also need to look at work and related lifestyle issues. Greens push for ‘living wage’ 
policies. We also call for a ‘Green New Deal’ with government intervention to create jobs, 
worthwhile jobs, creating the foundations for a sustainable economy.1 Durable jobs and work 
that sustainably serves a real social purpose will come from the transformation of core sectors 
mentioned above, with heavy emphasis on reuse, repair and recycling. Unlike capital intensive 
development such as nuclear power plant, such activities employ far more people per pound 
spent. They also offer jobs to a wider range of workers.

More generally, Green policies to switch taxation away from people and onto resources will 
bring people back into work. Employment of human labour would become relatively cheaper 
than dependence on resource-intensive technologies. It would also simplify the paperwork 
that is currently a curse for many small enterprises. Green economic measures also include the 
introduction of a citizen’s basic income, not only to remove ‘poverty traps’ and give security but 
also create opportunities for more sustainable patterns of living.2 Greens also seek to shift other 
taxation towards direct and strongly progressive forms of public revenue.

Monies for green job creation could come from several sources. There is a wealth of ‘perverse’ 
subsidies that underwrite unnecessary, wasteful and sometimes downright destructive activities.3 
They range from hugely expensive and utterly pointless programmes such as Trident nuclear 
rearmament to various grants and tax allowances for rich landowners4, all at the expense of the 
common good. Then there are all the tax giveaways to the big corporations as well as tolerance 
of systematic tax avoidance and evasion.5  A ‘Robin Hood’ tax on financial transactions would 
not only boost economic stability but also generate more money for sustainable investment: 
too much of today’s economy is dominated by ‘profiteering without producing’.

Sustainable job creation would be aided by policies for ‘localisation’, with support for small, 
local businesses so that monies re-circulate within the local community. The recent revival in 
the area of small-scale breweries and bakeries shows that there is a better and more durable 
alternative. Dependence upon distant markets and on ‘inward investment’ is not sustainable. 
Indeed the North East has suffered badly from ‘fly-by-nights’ who have set up shop, taken every 
grant and subsidy on offer, and then disappeared elsewhere. The disastrous recent history of 
Northern Rock also showed just how dangerous it is to depend upon ‘too-big-to-fail institutions, 
ones whose gross size effectively enables them to blackmail the rest of society.

Again, a very different direction is needed.
1. http://www.greennewdealgroup.org/?page_id=19
2 http://basicincome2013.eu/en/index.html; http://basicincome.org.uk/reasons-support-basic-income/; http://www.citizensincome.
org/index.html 
3 http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/perverse-subsidies-environmental-impact
4 On that last matter, see, for example: http://www.monbiot.com/2014/04/28/the-shooting-party/ 
5 http://www.taxresearch.org.uk/Blog/2014/01/30/george-osbornes-10-billion-a-year-tax-giveaway-to-big-companies/; http://www.
taxjustice.net/reports-2/;
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Good public transport in 
public hands

Current transport policy is grossly unsustainable yet Labour, Liberal Democrats and Tories 
alike continue to want more roads, seek airport expansion, and indulge in boondoggles 

such as new high-speed train lines (essentially, jets on railway tracks). Thus leaders of North 
East Labour-controlled councils have mindlessly demanded that the HS2 be extended to the 
region. Indeed, across EU countries, monies are being wasted on new motorways and the like, 
developments that in reality will prove a dead-end. Any transport option that runs out the 
assumption of unending supplies of easily available cheap fuel is simply sheer folly. 

All these schemes come at the expense of the genuinely sustainable options, many of which will 
not only save resources and cut pollution but are also more cost effective even by conventional 
accounting. Even in their own terms, more roads simply attract more traffic leading to snarl-ups 
on a bigger scale. It must be remembered that contrary to the mythology of the ‘petrolheads’, 
private road transport is heavily subsidised in real terms.

Meanwhile good railway networks such as the publicly owned East Coast line are threatened 
with privatisation, something almost guaranteed to degrade this vital service. At the same 
time, the opportunities presented by the chance to regenerate un- or under-used lines (e.g. 
Newcastle-Ashington and East Washington) are being squandered in pursuit of schemes like 
HS2 that will only benefit a few at great economic and environmental cost.

Bus services too are under threat, though they offer a far better option than building more 
roads and car parks. We should be looking instead to an expansion of high quality bus services, 
through, in the short term, schemes such as ‘quality contracts’ (strong public regulation over 
routes, times and fares). We Greens want more radical action in other areas such lower speed 
limits, safe cycling, pedestrianisation, more frequent and longer crossing times for pedestrians, 
‘red routes’, and play streets as well as much better public transport. Beyond this change of 
direction on transport, we want policies to encourage ‘localisation’, more localised shopping 
and other facilities, ones accessible without a long drive. Local access, not long journeys, is the 
way forward. 

We should work towards the goal of the so-called  “20 minute city”, with encouragement of 
local facilities and transport investment directed instead towards Metro, tram, and bus users, 
cyclists and, of course, pedestrians, making such options easier, quicker and safer. Some cities 
are already moving in this direction.1  There is overwhelming evidence of the environmental, 
economic, social and physical health benefits of such alternatives. Indeed it is likely to create 
much more convivial neighbourhoods than any schemes based on large-scale transport 
infrastructure, not the least of whose costs is to carve up localities, something painfully evident 
in several North East cities and towns.

We can look to other EU for evidence that there is a better way. The support for safe cycling 

1. Positive examples include Melbourne (http://www.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/Plan-Melbourne), Seattle (http://www.
worldchanging.com/local/seattle/archives/009715.html) and Portland (http://www.portlandonline.com/portlandplan/index.
cfm?a=288098&c=52256)
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in countries such as the Netherlands and Denmark, for example, illustrates what can be done. 
The bicycle should be seen as a method of everyday travel. As a carbon-free mode of transport, 
more people getting ‘on their bike’ will lead to lower carbon emissions so the promotion of bike 
travel will make a vital contribution in resolving the ‘climate crisis’.

However, at present, most people don’t cycle because of the often inhospitable road conditions, 
including infrastructure that allows, not mitigates, aggressive driving behaviour and the routine 
blocking of many cycle lanes by parked cars. And that is what must change. So there must 
be urgent and widespread action to create better road conditions to make cycling viable and 
accessible to new people, road space to be set aside for cycling and safe junctions to be built. 
We Greens want to see the city reap the many benefits that a ‘Cycle City’ will bring: healthier 
lifestyles, cleaner air, quieter roads, calmer, more people-friendly environments, and better 
connectivity of neighbourhoods, not to forget real economic savings and socio-economic gains 
for both the individual and the public purse.

Green Party MEP Jean Lambert
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Good housing for all

It is widely acknowledged that there is a severe housing crisis. It is one with many dimensions: 
not least the shortage of suitable accommodation, its exorbitant costs, and the poor quality of 

much existing stock. Current plans, however, threaten a flood of urban sprawl across greenfield 
sites, some in the Green Belt. They are throwing up in the main ‘executive’ housing in edge-of-
town cul-de-sacs, some resembling the divisive ‘gated suburbs’ of North America.

Current plans, often in the form of  council ‘Core Strategies’, will lead to the house construction 
programmes that will be heavily weighed toward the top end of the market and will do so at 
the expense of those most in need. Conventional housing development fail to cater adequately 
for first time buyers. They badly neglect the needs of the growing percentage of elderly citizens 
in our society. Many of the latter would like to downsize (a move that would free up larger 
properties for families) but there is a too little suitable accommodation for them. Meanwhile, 
whole areas are becoming bedsit ghettoes.

The whole housing sector is being distorted by the demand (as opposed to need) of wealthier 
sections of society, by government stoking of a housing bubble (in reality a subsidy to the 
volume building contractors and the money lenders) by land hoarding and speculation. Indeed, 
land ownership is like the elephant in the room: few mainstream politicians are able or willing 
to see it. So nothing is done to use land, the most basic resource, for the common good.

Greens reject plans for sprawl. We call for concentration on the sustainable redevelopment of 
existing built-up area. Urban regeneration is the way forward and developers must be strongly 
steered in that direction. There is plenty of land now derelict that, with due effort, could be 
brought into use for social housing, homes for the elderly, co-housing schemes, student halls of 
residence, starter homes, all with easy accessibility to local facilities in balanced communities.

They are some good exemplar projects in the North East: from the Sinclair Meadows scheme1 
to the Berger paint and the Wills cigarette factory conversions. Indeed smart design can combine 
new housing and commercial premises that blend in with the existing community.2 There is 
should be no excuse for property, be it housing, shops or offices, to be left standing empty while 
people need homes.3 Nor should property that could be revitalised by knocked down. We also 
need strong controls in the rented sector to limit exploitation and other abuse.
1 http://housingforum.org.uk/knowledge/demonstration-projects/reed-street-‘carbon-negative’-housing-0
2 This prize-winning scheme in Aberdeen shire illustrates the possibilities: http://www.michaelgilmourassociates.co.uk/projects/
private/rothie.html
3 http://www.emptyhomes.com
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Greened Green Belts & 
‘Recycled’ Brownfields

Across the UK, the EU and indeed most of the world, there is a desperate drive for growth. 
Even the most remote regions such as the Arctic are at risk from so-called ‘development’. 

Sometimes it is a mad scramble for the last remaining resources, not least of oil, rare minerals, 
and in some cases water, with a clear danger of future resource wars.

More usually, ‘going for growth’ unleashes a tide of brick, concrete and tarmac, sprawling 
across once green fields. More housing, more malls, more business ‘parks’, more roads, more 
office blocks, more… At the same time, other land uses, particularly agriculture, are being so 
intensified that they have become a destructive extractive industry, not sustainable farming. 
The same is true of most plantation forestry. As an American slogan has it, “a tree farm is not 
a forest”.

The most grievous price is being paid by other species whose habitats are being devastated 
or fragmented on such a scale to be unviable. No wonder it is now recognised that loss of 
biodiversity is reaching catastrophic levels, sometimes called the Sixth Extinction, all caused by 
just one species, humankind.1

But these development plans have other unsustainable costs. They will destroy what will be, 
in future years, vitally necessary farmland. They will spread urban sprawl and thereby increase 
road journeys, exacerbating problems like CO2 and other air pollution. Local hydrology will be 
badly disturbed, with increased risk of serious flooding and sewerage contamination. They will 
swamp several local communities, degrading their physical and social identity and qualities. 
Overall, they will leave local communities less resilient in the face of developments such as 
adverse climate change and peaks in oil and other resource production.

Above, we argued for a concentration on existing urban land for redevelopment. That would 
ease the pressure on remaining greenfield sites. But some brownfield sites are now valuable 
land for wildlife, such is the ‘inhospitality’ of most modern farmland and indeed many gardens. 
Such brownfield sites should be set aside as nature reserves and micro-parks for local people. 
We need to look forward to wildlife-friendly land use zoning, with generous green corridors 
and habitat nodes for wild species. That would include riverside parks, Newcastle’s Ouseburn 
corridor illustrating the potential. ‘Living walls’ & ‘green roofs’, along with rooftop gardens, are 
another front for making urban areas both more pleasing and more sustainable.

But many ‘greenfields’ are far from green. So we need policies for organic conversion and 
the development of more sustainable food production (which would include the protection 
of urban allotments and city farming schemes). But we need to think much more radically, 
including the ecological rehabilitation of degraded lands2 and wild life reintroductions. Specific 
schemes would include wildflower verges along transport routes, and ‘bee roads’. Fortunately 
1 http://www.mysterium.com/extinction.html. On the UK, see: http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/stateofnature_tcm9-345839.pdf. 
On the EU: see: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1387677/Hundreds-species-face-extinction-Europe-crisis-biodiver-
sity.html 
2 One of the most visionary schemes has been in New Jersey, USA, converting what was the world’s biggest landfill site: http://www.
nycgovparks.org/park-features/freshkills-park/more-informatio
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there are good ideas to be found in ‘Biodiversity Action Plans’, though, all too often, there is 
more rhetoric than actual action and in any case the goals are thwarted by government policy 
in other areas.

A good example of how both people and wildlife can be benefit together is the reforestation 
of the uplands with native species of trees. It is farm subsidies that have encouraged practices 
on upland farms that overgraze the land, drive out wildlife and set the scene for flooding 
downstream. In reality, many moorland areas are man-made ‘wet deserts’.  Those subsidies 
should be switched to sustainable stewardship, which would include large-scale tree planting. 
Rural employment would also benefit.3 There are good schemes already: we need far more!

Overall, we need to change the presumption of planning towards conservation and in-town 
regeneration. The UK’s National Planning Policy Framework and National Infrastructure Plan 
are totally incompatible with the sustainability agenda and must be scrapped. Again we are 
lucky that visionary planners have pointed to better systems of land use management.4 The 
presumption of planning must be changed towards conservation and in-town regeneration.

There is a trap to be avoided, however: so-called Biodiversity Offsetting, in which land is 
sacrificed to developers in exchange for inadequate recompense elsewhere.5 This is usually a more 
a matter of biodiversity gone and gone for good. Local communities lose nearby recreational 
land and wildlife with, at best, distant sites used as some sort of replacement. Wildlife cannot, 
of course, just ‘up sticks’ and move and, in any case, long established ecological relationships 
cannot be replicated just like that. 

A related trap is so-called mitigation and levies on developers. Here a price is put on 
compensatory works such as new drainage which developers are supposed to pay.  In reality, 
the cost of side-effects will largely fall on the public purse, at a time when local and national 
government finances are under severe strain. It is sometimes the case that the collateral damage, 
be it disruption of local hydrology, lost farmland, or extra air pollution, is such that no amount 
of technological ‘fixing’ will work.

We also cannot avoid the issue of land ownership and windfall profits for the tiny number of 
large-scale owners. Here we need to look towards schemes for a system of land value taxation.6 
The fact that within the EU and other countries with basically the same economic system there 
are quite different regulations about land use and the size of holdings show that, again, nothing 
is set in stone and it can be changed.7

Above all else, we need to escape the growth treadmill or else all temporary ‘fixes’ for social, 
economic and environmental problems will simply return. In a finite world, that cannot go on.
3 http://www.woodlands.co.uk/blog/practical-guides/reforesting-the-uplands-drying-out-the-lowlands/#
4 See, for example, the work of Ian McHarg and Christopher Alexander. Central to such alternatives will be the concert of ‘footprint 
analysis. See, for example, the work of pioneer Bill Rees: http://scarp.ubc.ca/people/william-ree. Parasitical examples of greener 
land use planning include: http://www.villagehomesdavis.org; http://www.hammarbysjostad.se/inenglish/pdf/HS_miljo_bok_eng_
ny.pdf; http://www.fwtm.freiburg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1174690_l2/index.html;
On greener farming, see: http://www.soilassociation.org ; http://ecoagriculture.org/page.php?id=47; http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/
fletcher/programs/herbs/crops/medicinal/forest-farming-2007.html; http://landinstitute.org; https://www.farmgarden.org.uk/
home/local-food-project/growing-trends-research/810-forest-gardens.
On greener forestry, see: http://ecoforestry.ca.; http://www.reforestingscotland.org/what-we-do/the-reforesting-scotland-vision/;
5 http://www.theguardian.com/environment/georgemonbiot/2012/dec/07/biodiversity-offsetting-unleash-wildlife-destruction
6 http://www.andywightman.com/docs/LVTREPORT.pdf; http://www.monbiot.com/2013/01/21/a-telling-silence/; http://www.
independent.co.uk/voices/comment/the-smart-solution-is-clear-a-land-value-tax-9150510.html;
7 http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/hlm/wpla/publications/restrictionsanalysis.pdf
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Learning from our 
EU partners
One of the most shop-soiled excuses in politics for bad policy is that there is no alternative 

to the status quo. In reality, things do change, sometimes for the better, sometimes for the 
worse. Across the EU, under essentially the same framework, including the same economic 
forces, there are still significant differences from country or region to another. A holiday abroad 
will have taught many British people that. Such variety shows that things do not have to be the 
same. There can be change for the good. 

 Our vision for the North East is one of a region that uses 100% renewable energy, where 
repair, reuse and recycling are second nature, where housing is fairly priced and of high quality, 
where there are sufficient worthwhile jobs, ones paying a living wage, where there is basic well-
being for all, where people live more in harmony with nature – and much more. For example, 
we want new ways of getting around, towns and cities not suffocated by the tide of traffic but 
ones where walking is really pleasant, cycling fun, public transport efficient and affordable, and 
where electric vehicles take the remaining strain.

Critical is the regeneration of community spirit and more cooperative living. Our ancestors 
lived communally, in tribes, villages and later, small towns. It is only very recently that neighbours 
have lived in close proximity without knowing each other’s names. We are not designed to live 
all alone or spend endless hours staring at screens. We need to rebuild that sense of community 
as well as encourage active engagement.

These are not just idle dreams. It is possible to find examples of the good things that can be 
done by looking at the more forward-looking villages, cities and regions of the EU.

Take work and employment. In the Emilia-Romagna region of Northern Italy, for example, 
32% of the adult population is self-employed and 76% work in small businesses with 4-5 
workers. There are half a million businesses and co-ops in the region, which pay a 0.4% levy 

Below, Eco-industrial park in Denmark
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on sales to local inter-business organizations. In return, they receive support with financing, 
training, research and development.

Meanwhile, the German Sparkassen banks show that banking does not have to be a matter 
of greed and gross irresponsibility. In several places, there are credit unions that help local 
people avoid the money sharks. ‘Too-big-to-fail’ banks can be broken up and made to serve the 
community. There are few stronger cases for tight public regulation than in banking, financial 
transactions and money creation.

Take food production. There are already many community gardens and micro-markets. Vacant 
lots have been transformed into gardens. Food Banks could be transformed into community 
food centres where people learn how to grow their own vegetables and cook together. The ‘slow 
food’ movement in Italy shows that good nutrition can also be a great personal pleasure and 
convivial social activity.

Take energy and other resources. Solar panels are now commonplace in some areas and not 
always the most sunny places. The offshore wind parks off Denmark and the Netherlands also 
show the way forward. Some European cities have far higher recycling rates.

Take housing. Developments such as Vauban (outside Freiburg in SW Germany) prove that 
sustainable, affordable and attractive redevelopment of the existing built-up area is possible.

Such examples give the lie to the shop-soiled excuse that there is no alternative.

Above, Hundertwasser’s eco-architecture in Vienna.

Right, Vauban development 
outside Freiburg in SW Germany

Below, beer ‘purity’ laws in Germany show that 
regulation can be  a good thing when applied appropriately 

Right,  
green’ wall 

in Paris
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The Green Party opposes all forms 
of prejudice and discrimination, 
supporting EU action for justice 
and fairness for everyone.

Green Party MP Caroline Lucas. 
The struggle for sustainability 
needs political action as well as 
personal lifestyle change.

The track record of Caroline Lucas at Westminster, Jean Lam-
bert (front) and Keith Taylor in the European Parliament1 as 
well as  the growing number of councillors up and down the 

country shows what the Green Party can achieve.

1. http://www.jeanlambertmep.org.uk/2014/02/12/end-
term-report-snapshot-work-jean-lambert-keith-taylor-

meps-2009-2014/
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The Green Party stands for community, for caring for each other as opposed to the values of 
dog-eat-dog. Caring for others not only involves those alive today, at home and abroad. It 

includes those generations yet to come. Too many policies today are sowing ruin for the future. 
Greens want policies that take due care for our grandchildren and those who come after.

But care is not just about people. As Mary Midgley, the famous philosopher long resident in the 
North East, once observed in her book ‘The Solitary Self ’, we humans “can be neither understood 
nor saved alone”. We are part of nature, bound up in a complex web of interdependence. We 
must do our best to protect it and stop the current destruction of non-human nature. The 
Green Party stands for the common good.

We ask for your support in our efforts to build a better world.

The above document focuses on points we want to spotlight at this election but they are only part 
of the Green programme. It can be sampled in the party’s Policies for a Sustainable Society.1 
1. http://policy.greenparty.org.uk/pss
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